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Disclaimer
• This is the definitive answer!
• German perspective
• Academic view
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To the roots ...
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Goal 8 of NPSI
• Build a national status and analysis centre
– “nationales Lage- und Analysezentrum”
• Set up a network of sensors for IT security 
incidents
– “Sensornetz für IT-Sicherheitsvorfälle“
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Goal 9 of NPSI
• Inform about current threats and risks
– “Informationen über aktuelle Bedrohungen und 
Risiken bereitstellen“
• Implement an alarm and warning system
– „Alarmierungs- und Warnsystem einrichten“
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Does NPSI define EWS?
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Definition?
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1. in case of imminent attacks or failures
2. in information infrastructures
3. fully inform
4. all potential victims
5. to prevent even larger damage
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1. conclusive evidence
2. affecting a small set of people
3. distribute information
4. to a yet non-affected larger set of people
5. to prevent even larger damage
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Formalization
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Information, Space and Time
• (At least) two different places in cyberspace
– place1 and place2
– Or distinct sets of people 
• (At least) two instances in time
– time1 and time2
– “early”
• Transfer useful information for prevention of 
damage
– “warn” 
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Syntax: Space and Time
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Semantics: Useful Information
• Information that is useful to prevent further 
damage at place2
• Information must be available early enough:
– time2 must be before effect of activity at place1
reaches place2
– hard to formalize, depends on circumstances
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Other “early warning systems”
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GI-TEWS
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Resulting Projects from NPSI
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InMAS
• Funded by BSI
• Built by University of Mannheim, Germany
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• Focus on Malware
– Honeypots, client-side honeypots
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Source: InMAS paper by Engelberth et al., EWNI 2010
IAS
• Funded by BSI
• Built by “Institut für Internet-Sicherheit“ of 
Gelsenkirchen University of Applied Sciences, 
Germany
• Gathers statistics on network traffic
– Packets, flags, etc.
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CarmentiS
• Funded/built by BSI and several German 
CERTs
• Platform for cooperative information 
management of CERTs
• Now being integrated with IAS and InMAS
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Checking the definition
CarmentiS IAS InMAS
place1 and place2   ?
time1 and time2   ?
useful information ? ? 
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Open problems
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Attack Spreading Prediction
• How and when do attacks at place1 affect place2?
• Work on spreading of autonomous malware 
exists
– Spread models based on epidemical models, e.g. Zou, 
Gao, Gong, Towsley in ACM CCS 2003. 
• No work exists on spreading of other types of 
malware
– Modeling is hard, especially if adversary adapts
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Generalization of Measurements
• Estimate probability that statements 
measured in place1 are true in place2
– How many sensors do we need to infer anything 
of interest?
• Apply techniques from empirical social 
sciences
– Distribute sensors in a random fashion
– First work at University of Mannheim (as part of 
InMAS research)
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Information Overload
• Focus on data that is useful
• Additional definitory aspect: EWS does only
disseminate useful information
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Image Weak Passwords
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More Definitions
• Grobauer, Mehlau, Sander: Carmentis: A co-
operative approach towards situation 
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Proc. IMF 2006, pp. 55-66.
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